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ABSTRACT

Wireless sensor networks are self organized, autonomous, automatic discovery of services, highly scalable, reliable, Infrastructure less service. Mainly applicable in the field of disaster, healthcare. The cryptographic operations such as hash based schemes are more energy consuming (more byte transmitted indirectly consumes more energy). To avoid the energy consumption over a cryptographic operations are design of Markle Tree Based Authentication protocol for Lifetime enhancement in wireless sensor networks called MALLI, which uses a famous structure of hash algorithm. To demonstrate that, the default hash tree and the security achieved by the proposed method are more effective than the existing methodologies.
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I. Introduction

Wireless sensor network (WSN) is an Adhoc like infrastructure less network that work like self organizing, self healing, autonomous, each and every node cooperate with each other. sensor nodes are unattended devices that are severely constrained in terms of processing power, memory size and energy levels and tradeoff between security and energy consumption are major concerns for all application.

Since WSN are resource constrained networks, we propose a pragmatic approach where we try to balance these two opposing design elements: security and energy. We evaluate our proposal achieve more energy efficient compare to previous.

Code dissemination protocol (eg., MNP[1], MOAP[2], Deluge[3], Freshet[4], Sprinker[5], Strean[6]) have been improved recently to propagate code images using the wireless network created by the wireless nodes. Originally these proposed protocols generally will not give any security without using a hash function. In this, common question raises is that, how we apply hash function to the piece of data which traverse throughout the network widely. assume well-behaves (i.e., non malicious) sensors of all the reprogramming protocol in the literature Deluge[6] is the benchmark. Also it has been included in the tinyOS distributions.

In order to provide authentication to the entire data is normally based on signature of hash tree. The generating hash tree signature is of two types, one is by using chain operation and other is markle tree. To generate hash chain, each packet gives its hash value to its upstream packets until to reach end of packet with the signature. As in markle tree each packet generates its own hash value independently and produces hash tree with the signature (top of the node).

In the recent years much progress has been made in the design of practical one way hashing algorithms which is efficient for implementation by both hardware and software. The message digest family which consist of various algorithms such as MD5, SHA1, and 2AMD which produces standard output of 128bit, 160bit and 160bit respectively.
Fig 1. States that the previous affairs of message authentication which deals with the balancing nature between security and energy. When security increases along with the energy so challenging task is to provide high security with the minimum energy.

Fig 1: Previous affairs of message authentication

The main purpose of this research is to produce a signature at receiver by using partial hash tree information by the base station and validate the each packet by using one way hashing algorithm of 160 bit output to enhance the security and energy consumption. The proposed paper gives improved version of security with a less execution/run time at receiver end. The result shows that proposed scheme provides better security than the existing one.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the related work and section III presents the proposed methodology. Section IV presents the Experimental analysis. Section V contains the conclusion and future work.

II. Related Work

Wireless sensor networking is a wide technology to observe and extract data from the environment and has an important role in ubiquitous computing. However, these benefits come with various limitations, vulnerabilities, and risks.

To distinguish legitimate data from intruder's data, authentication techniques are frequently used to verify the integrity of the received data in a communication system. There are several message authentication schemes in wireless sensor networks have been proposed. The authentication techniques used in the severely constrained wireless sensor network environments.

Carlos F. et al[7] aims at having a more balanced solution by being more energy conscious, proposing in some instances partial but attack aware solutions. More chance of being adopted in sensor network scenarios needing security in the reprogramming process. Another contribution is that can make evident in energy that radio operations are the most energy consuming operations in update dissemination.

Ayman Tajeddine et al[8] proposed a different authentication techniques suitable for the severely constrained sensor nodes in WSNs, and addressed three main categories based on symmetric cryptography, asymmetric cryptography, and hybrid techniques using both cryptographic methods.

Haider M. Al-Mashhadi et al [9] proposed that the performance of 2AMD-160 improves in increasing of security and time consuming without compromising the security. It is found that the number of message blocks influences the run time of the hash function while the increment in message size only slightly increase the run time.

So, by using the new proposed approach the performance is evaluated and compared with other methods under the same test results to demonstrate the effectiveness of the new approach with regards to enhancement of the run time and security of message in wireless sensor network nodes.

Assumptions

1. The Base station is a powerful entity, with unlimited energy and memory with high frequency range.
2. There is a packet size limit; maximum payload size is 102 bytes.
3. Each sensor node in the network is preconfigured with the minimum energy and memory.

III. Proposed Methodology

The solution we proposed is the image size is divided into equal number of pages and each page is subdivided into equal number of packets.

Apply the hash function for number of packets [10], as shown in fig 2.

Fig 2. Applying Hash Functions

Generating signature has two types 1) using partial tree information and 2) using hexadecimal addition.
In case of partial tree information sender sends the partial information of tree as like h2, h10 and h14. Using partial information receiver can easily generate the signature at receiver side.

\[ h(h(h(P1)||h2)||h10)||h14) \rightarrow \text{Signature at receiver side.} \]

In case of using hexadecimal addition the receiver can generate the signature as shown below format.

- \( h1 + h2 = h9 \)
- \( h3 + h4 = h10 \)
- \( h5 + h6 = h11 \)
- \( h7 + h8 = h12 \)
- \( h9 + h10 = h13 \)
- \( h11 + h12 = h14 \)
- \( h13 + h14 = h15 \)  \( \rightarrow \text{Signature at receiver side} \)

Finally, 160 bit signature is generated. This proposed approach is more effective compared to previous methodologies. Existing methodologies proposes either MD5 (which gives output of 120 bits, but 2AMD gives 160 bits) or SHA1 (which gives 80 rounds where as in 2AMD-160 included 64 rounds).

### Table 1. Key characteristics of 2AMD-160 algorithm\[9\].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Block size/bits</th>
<th>Word size/bits</th>
<th>Output size/bits</th>
<th>Rounds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MD5 [32]</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHA1 [5]</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2AMD-160</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### IV. Experimental Analysis

The 2AMD-160 methodology enhances the efficient way of encrypting the data in secured environment. In order to encrypt data, SHA1 algorithm uses 0.47 Time/ms to process only the single space, but the new methodology 2AMD-160 takes 0.2 Time/ms of execution time. So, 2AMD-160 consumes less execution time compared to the existing methods such as SHA1, SHA256 and SHA512, which in turn gives the better performance.

### Performance Evaluation

In this we evaluate the comparison between chain based hash tree versus markle tree based hash tree in terms of packet verification, packet receiving at destination node, size of the signature in terms of bits.

### V. Conclusion

The proposed system message authentication enhances security with light weight hash function at the receiver node; the default hash tree balances security and provides independent packet verification with 160bit signature and authenticates every packet by using 2AMD-160 algorithm. The proposed scheme ensures that markle tree is more efficient then chain based hash. The performance evaluation result shows that the proposed scheme is effective and scalable.

### Future work

We are planning to propose new algorithm for better encryption and decryption method for message authentication.
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